
  Maths  

This term we will be learning about multiplication and 

division. The children will multiply and divide up to 4 -digit 

numbers by 1-digit and 2-digit numbers multiplied and 

divided by 2-digit numbers. We will then revisit fractions, 

looking at a fraction of an amount and multiplying fractions.  

We will then continue to explore fractions. This will include 

multiplying fractions and finding fractions of an amount.  

Times Tables: The children regularly have the opportunity 

to practise their times tables in school through songs and 

games. Please help your child learn their times tables at 

home. It is a tool that will help them to improve so many 

areas of Maths. Keep up all your amazing participation with 

Time table Rockstars and Arithmagicians! 

  

  

 

PE  

PE will be in on a Monday this term, it will be Dance led by a 

specialist dance teacher. PE will be indoors. 

Later in the term we will also be doing netball, this will be 

longer sessions and span over two terms. Days for these 

lessons will be given nearer the time via Dojo.  Please ensure 

sensible footwear and PE kit is brought in for PE lessons. 

Please can earrings be removed for these days or a consent 

form signed for taping of earrings. 

 RE  

The children will be answering the Big Question: 

How can following God bring freedom and justice?  

Through this question we will learn what life was 

like as a Hebrew slave in Egypt and how the story 

of Moses links to freedom and salvation. 

  

 

French  

The children will be focusing on building their language 

knowledge further, through then French topic ‘Olympics’.  

  

 

Art 

This term, we will be designing and making a clay Greek vase.  

The children will explore Greek artefacts to support their 

sketching ideas. They will make their own scratch paper to 

reveal their design idea, before making their vase.  

  

.  

  

 

Science  

This term we are learning about; Properties and changes in 

materials.  

Through this topic the children will decide which method of 

recording our findings will be the most appropriate to use. 

The children will conduct fair test to see which materials are 

good conductors of heat and electricity and which materials 

are the best insulators.   

We will also investigate which materials can be separated 

and which changes cannot be easily reversed.  

  

 

Term 3 our topic: Ancient Greece. This is a fantastic topic 

which takes us on a learning journey that spans across many 

subjects including Art, History, Geography, Reading and 

Writing.  

We will be reading a variety of Greek myths and the text 

‘Who let the Gods out’ by Maz Evans. 

  

  

  

 

English  

During English lessons the children will be developing their 

understanding on how to ‘Write to inform and persuade’, 

which means they will be producing pieces of Non-Fiction 

writing. The children will be learning about the layout and 

features of a travel guide and a non-chronological report. 

They will then have the opportunity to create a persuasive 

travel guide inviting people to visit Greece.  

Punctuation and Grammar 

This term, we will be developing our understanding of 

complex and compound sentences. We will explore and 

identify relative clauses and pronouns. We will further 

develop our understanding on how to use commas, brackets 

and dashes.   

  

 
History 

Through the topic ‘Ancient Greeks’ children be exploring 

the legacy of Greek culture on Britain since 1066 (through 

their art, literature and architecture) 

 

  

 

Computing 

ICT will be incorporated into the curriculum. As well as 

this, the children will using Purple Mash to create and read 

spreadsheets. 

  

  

 

Reminders:  

Please bring your reading book and record into school each day. The 

expectation is to read for 20minutes 5 x a week, you can do it!  Keep 

checking Class Dojo for regular messages, rewards and photos of our 

wonderful learning (also found on the school website).  

Many thanks for your support from the year 5 team; Miss Ward and 

Mrs Perry 


